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What you will be able to see from the chart below is from the Daily timeframe we have a series
of LH and LL. By having an overall bias of the market on higher time frames gives us a much

better understanding on what the LTF market structure is actually doing.

Now having an understanding of the overall market bias on the daily time frame we can now
start to look at market structure on other time frames for us to be able to participate within the

markets. The chart below represents the H4 time frame and shows us the H4 Internal BOS. This
BOS point is an internal BOS inside the current daily trading range.

This H4 BOS gives us a confluence that the price now wants to retrace on the daily timeframe
after making a new LL.



Now having an understanding of what the H4 has done, again this gives us the confirmation
needed to now look for a POI on other time frames to begin to trade higher within the markets

as a potential daily retracement. We now take a look at the H1 timeframe to gain a better
understanding of structure and to potentially find a POI where we can see price potentially

reacting from to continue with H4 bullish structure.

The H1 shows us our internal structure points that led to our H4 BOS.

We now have the following:
Daily - Bearish

H4 - Bullish
H1 - Bullish

Now we have the structure needed to confirm bullishness within the markets as a potential daily
retracement we now have to dissect the markets down to find our potential areas to trade from.

Here are the POI’s i identified for this particular idea.



First POI being a H4 POI. This POI was a refined smart money candle that led to the BOS.

2nd POI being a H1 POI. This POI was based on the H1 timeframe and this candle represented
order flow on multiple lower time frames that needed to be mitigated to follow the order flow

created on LTF.



While price is within 1 of 2 POI’s we identified as possibilities for entries, we have to follow LTF
structure in order for us to gain the confirmations needed in order to participate within the

markets.

The chart above represents the M1 timeframe within our first H1 POI. From what you can see is
we have the LTF structure identified. The LTF bias shows bearish structure forming into our POI,
then following a BOS to gain bullish momentum. This now gives us confirmation that price wants

to reverse from the POI.

Now having all the confluences needed from the daily timeframe to as low as the M1 we can
now set limits on the M1 refined smart money candle, this M1 candle is what led to the whole

impulsive movement that also led to the LTF BOS.



This was the aftermath from the entry. Very clean entry with a strong reaction from the area.

Now in terms of targets we can look on the HTF in order to find our exit areas within the
markets.

So remember we were trading within a daily bearish trading range that we identified at the
beginning, therefore we would find our exit areas by identifying POI’s within the daily range for a

possible HL to be made.

This H4 POI would've been your  final target for this particular idea.



What we can clearly see is we reached our final target of a 1:62 RR trade

1.8 PIP SL
110 PIP TP

1:62 RR


